Ford f150 tail light cover

The fuse panel is located below and to the left of the steering wheel by the brake pedal. Remove
the CD stowage box to access the fuses. Roof opening panel unit, Luggage compartment lid
release relay. Instrument cluster, Heater control module, Battery saver relay. Passive anti-theft
transceiver module, Instrument cluster. Remove the fuse panel cover to gain access to the
fuses. Exhaust gas recirculation EGR relay petrol , fuel heater relay â€” Diesel. Engine coolant
blower motor relay, glow plug relay â€” Diesel. Skip to content. Tags: Fuse box diagram Ford.
Main light switch. Power seats, Horn. Reversing lamps auto. Radio, Instrument cluster. Stop
lamps, Brake pedal position BPP switch. Heater control module. Cigar lighter, front. Rear
window defrost grid. Seat weight sensor module, Hasard flasher switch. Master window adjust
switch, rear windows. Power Windows, front windows. Wiper and Washer. Headlamps,
Multifunction switch. Restraints control module. Circuits protected. Roof opening panel. Battery
saver, Interior lamps, power mirror. Power hold relay, Igntion relay. Reversing lamps. Seat
weight sensor module, Hazard flasher switch. Daytime running lamps relay. Heated rear window
relay. Fuel pump FP relay. Heater control, steering column, diesel particulate filter, remote
control receiver. ABS control module. High speed fan control relay, Engine cooling fan relay.
Subwoofer amplifier. Low beam, Right. Heater blower motor. Low beam, Low beam relay. Speed
control servo, AB S control module 2. Battery Junction Box Description. High Speed Fan
Control Relay. One Touch Integrated Start Diode. Starter motor inhibitor switch relay. Reversing
lamp relay. Heated windscreen relay. Ignition main circuits relay. Headlamp washer pump relay.
Heater blower relay. Starter motor relay. Engine control EC relay. Reliability indicates how
models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold
up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information
available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest
subscriber survey of Ford F owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents
experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls,
portable music device interface e. My Nissan Leaf has a great backup camera. The first problem
was that near the end of the 2nd CD of an audio book, the audio quit working. This was judged
to be an over heating situation, since after turning the CD palyer off for a couple of hours the CD
worked fine for about two hours then the problem would repeat. Near the end of our trip, the CD
quit working completley such that the advance control would not work at all. All this happened
after a part had been relpaced in the system under warranty. At this point, a warranty claim will
be initiated withinin the next week. You could skip forward but it would not play. You could take
the disk out and wait a bit and then reenter the CD, sometimes it worked sometimes it did not
Sometimes it will stop working completely in the middle of an application. Not very impressed
with SYNC 3". It is very annoying. Sometimes things don't change at all! Then next time I started
it would be fine. Very frustrating. I took it to the Ford dealership and they said they would
reinstall software and then give it back to me and if still a problem bring back in and they would
replace the brain. I said no replace the brain now and they did. It solved the problem. At first it
was just the navigation but then it started with the entire screen. Could not use it". I took it to
the dealer one day when the problem occurred and dealer replaced the electronic module
behind the display. I have not had the problem since. It doesn't affect function, just is annoying.
Also the trailer toe detector - on the dashboard screen - doesn't consistently work. Happens in
the morning when truck has been sitting all night. It maybe happened 4 or 5 times so far. The
last time it happened I went straight to my local Ford dealer with the truck and the tech said that
his computer was giving him a key problem reading. He wasn't sure what it meant. So i still
have the problem as it has happened one more time since my last visit to the dealership. It
seems to be a random occurance. It sometimes plays about six and then stops. It took Ford one
week to get the matching part. It caused the engine to stop completely. The tow truck driver had
a very difficult time getting it into neutral in order to load it on the flatbed to return to the
dealership. It required the complete replacement of the motherboard. We have had no issues
with it since. It finally had to be replaced completely. After being replaced completely it has
worked just fine. My son has had similar problems with his truck with the same result. The
dealership first upgraded the software, but nothing improved. The dealership tried replacing the
GPS antenna and when that didn't help, replaced the entire unit. Both of my issues were
resolved when they replaced the computer board for my F at the dealership. When this occurred
the entire info system also exhibited a sec delay to any user inputs button activations ". Took it
in, they had to order a part. Installed part and now works". Voice has speech impediment,". The
dealer had to order replacement modual. Took a week to get it and then the dealer had an issue
with the setup that took 2 extra days. They provided a loaner after the first day. Works fine again

now with no further problems. My 8 year old Magellan works better". The Sirius subscription,
which came with the purchase, has since expired and I haven't tried it lately, but I don't care
about it. Ford pushes it off to another division who pushes it back to Ford. Truck under
warranty and they will not replace system, Ford corporate pushes it back on dealer". I can not
update anything. My phone would disconnect, and not reconnect until I restarted my truck. The
radio would freeze up, and need the truck restarted to work. There were several other radio
problems, but all seemed to be fixed with the dealer doing a reprogram of the system. Tried
several times and required vehicle to be running. Had to take to dealership. Took an hour. My
truck refuses to fully install updates. I downloaded the MyFord App as I was told by a friend that
this would "fix everything and I would love it". I could not hate it more, continue to have issues
and the center control center radio, sat nav, etc. They did this to a truck recently and it took
hours to fully update. I don't have time to sit around and wait for that! Gear selector or linkage,
leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough
shifting, slipping transmission. After several tries, magically started working. Happened on
several occasions. The other problem is rough shifts from 3rd to 4th and 4th to 5th, after that it
shifts fine. The dealer could not replicate it, so they couldn't do anything about it. For the towing
problem, I told that that they are now going to experience it, without towing my camper. The
typically happens in 5th gear and when engaging in reverse 1 use of the day. It didn't start doing
this until about 5, miles. I have noted this with the dealer 3 times with their response that the
computer shows no code. It is very obvious and apparently this is a growing problem with these
10 speed transmissions. It is hard enough I am concerned about u-joint driveshaft damage. Ford
work on twice with updates Each dealer has made it worse. Each dealer has kept vehicle
multiple days and each has indicated numerous code problems. Occasionally hard clunk when
down shifting. Had trany reprogrammed This occurred in reverse vs forward but it happened in
both. It started when I had about miles on the truck. It has become more of a problem. When
cold is much worse. Known issue, had tranny reprogrammed twice Then when you speed up the
up shift is also a hard shift. I feel it should be much smoother. Ford dealer unable to verify. I
noticed intermittent hard shifts so, thinking I drive more than most, I asked the Dealership to
flush the transmission. That's when more problems happened. I didn't "punish" the truck by
over-driving it while it had transmission problems. The Dealership then pulled the transmission,
ran it through spec tests, called the Ford Hotline, and began rebuilding the Transmission. The
truck has been at the Dealership for 14 weeks. Very frustrating I had to stop, put it in park and
turn off the engine. Then start the engine and it worked. Trying to schedule this to be looked at
by local dealer is sometimes weeks out Maybe their workload has increased that dramatically
for other Fs with speed transmission issues too? The dealer reprogrammed. OK now". It would
randomly stall at low speeds; almost like you shifted the truck into neutral. I would leave stop
sign or pull into traffic and push down on the gas pedal several times with no movement from
the transmission. It would occasionally "jump" into gear after stalling and then throw me
forward. Local Ford dealer "flashed" and reprogrammed the transmission. Seems to be working
much better now. Transmission fluid was low Initially Ford could not find problem, we were told
to drive until the problem resurfaced, it quit on the highway. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery
and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch,
electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Also, when starting
the car, the driver's side mirror would move up and down for no reason, then return to the
adjusted position. Bottom line, when it's freezing and frosty, I don't open the rear passenger
door unless I have time for the whole vehicle to warm up. When I investigated this issue, there
was no known resolution with Ford. The Ford dealership refused to troubleshoot since I had
installed an aftermarket receiver hitch and camper shell on the vehicle. After discussing with a
couple of friends, I started troubleshooting on my own and discovered a loose ground wire from
the harness to the chassis. Problem solved. Light should be sealed". It was replaced by the
dealership. The truck was in the shop for a week while they figured out what happened. All used
basic halogen bulbs. Ford should be ashamed of putting such cheap lights on a high priced
vehicle". They were way too dim. The vehicle was unsafe to drive at night. Worst lights I have
ever seen on a vehicle since the 's. Took 3 separate visits over a 5 week period for the
dealership to get it fixed. Ford does not stock parts very well and you need to wait weeks to get
them. I was not aware it was broken until the dealer diagnosed the problem on another visit.
Sometimes it works, sometimes it does not work at all, sometimes the button perform the wrong
functions. Lower seat heating element and seat foam were replaced under warranty. A complete
recharge of the battery solved the issue. Door opened while driving". I had no wipers, turn
signals ,running lights, power features; nothing. Reset from 4 different dealers, always came
back on. Finally took it back to dealer where purchased, had it for half a day to figure out it was
a loose ground wire. A couple of dealers gave smart ass answers to just ignore it or cover it

with tape-not impressed. The dealership replaced the trailer light coupler on the rear bumper
under a campaign by Ford. Unfortunately, it still does it. Mostly if the rain was intermittent, the
partial dry windshield would create too much drag and the wipers would stop working in the
middle of the stroke and obstruct your view while driving. Nothing would make the wipers work
but they would start working again the next time you drove the truck. It wouldn't do it all the
time so was hard to get a mechanic to hear it. I left it with the dealership for 4 days and on the
4th day he heard it and changed out the EVI cylinder and air lines. The problem seemed to go
away but after about a month it came back. It was real sporadic. This is a known issue with
TSB's issues. Took it to dealer 3 times before determining it to be the actuator for IWE system.
Everything was fine for several months and then noise returned occasionally. After putting up
with noise for several months, I took it to another dealer and explained the problem. They had
seen this issue quite a few times before but let Ford engineering decide what to replace again.
After changing out both actuators twice, wheel bearing on driver side, transfer case and hoses
to actuator, problem still existed. I read in a mechanics forum that the noise usually is caused
by either the vacuum pump for actuators or the solenoid which controlled the actuators. I asked
them to change these and they did. It's been 3 months now with no noise so hopefully the
problem is fixed. Repaired under wty. Mech said it was the vacuum system that engages 4WD.
Ford says they can't replicate the issue so it hasn't been fixed even though it seems like every
owner has had this issue. Periodic problem just defined It was repaired under warranty both
times. Replaced on warranty". The problem occurred any time I drove it. It started after about 1
year of ownership and went on for a few months before I made an appointment to have it looked
at. It was cheaper for the dealership to replace the entire differential than to rebuild. It was
replaced under warranty. It wasn't. After speaking with other 3 - 4 current F owners, many said it
was the front, driver-side hub and bearing assembly. I took to Ford dealer and that was it.
Replaced under warranty at 43, miles. No issues with it since. It turned out to be a bad right
front wheel bearing which was repaired under warranty. I was able to drive the vehicle but did
not drive much until the bearing was replaced. Just occurred at 21, miles. Twice in to
dealership, replaced battery and then rear wheel sensor. No further problems". Doors freeze
shut in winter. If able to open doors wont engage latch and therefore can't remain closed.
Recalled by Ford, Repaired and still leaking. I have brought it to the shop. They are working on
fixing it. Took vehicle in three times for repairs. Each time, we were assured that the problem
had been located. The first two times, it had not. We were told that the water leak was from a
crack somewhere in the sunroof tracks. They sent it to the body shop who could tell it was
leaking That happens in the cold weather, the door locks freeze. Repaired by the dealer and
corrected the issue for the most part, but continues in extreme cold climate". Water leaked into
the cab. Dealer kept telling us it would be done tomorrow. They kept the truck for a week and at
least 3 of those days it was sitting on the lot not being worked on. About 6 months later the leak
was back and worse than ever. We're trying to get Ford to fix it through someone other than the
original dealer. We'll never buy another Ford. The dealer hasn't found anything wrong. It has
been in the shop 3 times for this issue. I have been in friends other similar Ford F's and they do
not have this wind noise. In fact, the cabin quietness in these other vehicles was paramount to
my purchase of this truck. Wish I would have had it undercoated. That may have helped. Not
sure why". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or
ping, oil leaks. Ran very rough. Engine ran rough. Codes were reset and told not to mix 85 and
87 fuels together. It took Ford 2 days to figure out the phasers were bad and replaced under
warranty". Ford insists this is normal engine nosie for this engine. They had to replace but
didn't have the parts in stock. It was very inconvenient to wait 4 hours for an oil change only to
find out I would have to leave my truck and use their loaner car. I live an hour away so it was a
big inconvenience having to come back again for a repair where they should have had the parts
in stock. They have to keep the vehicle overnight to ensure it sealed properly when the put the
new one in, a huge inconvenience. This has been done under warranty. Dealer had to replace oil
pan gasket. No problems since repair. Took 5 days of downtime and a return visit to complete
the repair. The dealer after several attempts reprogramed the engine and the problem was
eliminated. It took almost 18 months to solve the problem. I had been burning quart of oil every
miles". Need truck 3 to 4 days to repair leak. Ford well not release part for another week and
then another week to get it in for repair. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate,
hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible
top. The dealer found the door is not aligned exactly right to hit the door striker. Ford did not
make it adjustable. The only fix they offered was to put it in the body shop and pull the door and
frame. I declined the repair. The passenger door had to be closed much harder than the left to
close it. They found it was body alignment that they can't adjust. Body shop would have to do
the repair. I elected to leave it alone. Had to have vehicle towed for repair. NHTSA recall notice

covered repair. A second repair notice required followup shop visit for further work on same
problem". Dealer had to be something hit it. That was highly unlikely because it happened
overnight and nothing could have hit windshield. Ford Customer Care Program provided a fix
for the latching problem. Solenoid defect was the problem. Still occurs occasionally after recall
repair. The latch was replaced under warranty". Started in December If it rained or there was
melting snow or ice, that moisture would invade the door cavity. Doors could be usually
opened, but then won't latch when closed. This was corrected by the dealer". These are put
through a little more rigorous use than with a regular car. I do love being able to have the
feeling of openness and daylight. If you're going to put such a feature in a vehicle use
components that aren't going to break with such little use I had a bed cover installed and
because if the tailgate it leaks. I've been to the dealer 3 times about it, they have failed to adjust
it properly, I gave up. It was an intermittent problem. The tailgate would not open when activated
manually or by remote control. Had to take the truck to the shop to have it replaced the
solenoid. This truck has had more problems than any auto I have ever owned. Complete failure
of entire driver assistance systems. Sheetmetal issues roof over cab is too thin and supports
are breaking through. Numerous safety recalls". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel
bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and
hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension.
The dealer determined that the rear shocks were defective. Dealer replaced under warranty. No
further problems with it. Front and rear. Neither covered by vehicle warranty". Another vehicle
turned up near the same time with the exact same issue. The dealership changed out the
springs; I'm not sure but I believe they were leaf springs. It drives very well now. Alignment has
been checked three times and alignment is ok. Dealer says that the factory is aware of the
problem, but after 18 months, no solution yet. All they know is that the problem is with the
steering. Was found during regular maintenance inspection. At and above 45mph, the truck
would shudder as I drove on smooth roads. He did that, and it's been fine since. The dealership
replaced under warranty. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Currently under TSB and oil consumption program.
TSB states if it burns more than a quart in 3, miles, replace engine. I'll burn 3 quarts Then, get
rid of this truck and never look at Ford again! Still in shop, Ford gave me a Loaner F crew can to
drive at no cost. Ford replaced engine with a brand new Eco-boost at 16K miles. Excellent
outcome. The heads were replaced to start. Then after approximately a month it started burning
oil again and at that time the engine was replaced. All work was done under warranty. Cam
phasers replaced and shortly thereafter the timing chain broke. The block and heads then
required replacement. There was no oil showing on dipstick which indicated at least 2. Took
truck to dealer and they placed vehicle in a "oil consumption test". Dealer extended the test" for
an additional miles and when the truck had miles on odometer oil was down on quart. Dealer
informed me that Ford would replace engine with new 5. Three weeks later they got my truck
into the shop and two weeks after that truck was delivered back to me, mileage at that time was
Almost immediately noticed that this engine was using oil as well and dealer placed truck on
another "oil consumption test". Well at this point I have decided to unload this piece if crap and
will undoubtedly take a huge hit in a trade but I'm sick of going back and forth with issues, will
never consider a ford or CHEVROLET again". Dealer said it was normal. They kept it that day
and the next and I got it back Dec Drive miles, had to add half quart of oil. Service note at dealer
indicated a faulty emission valve. Had it replaced, no issue since. Engine vibrated violently and
stopped. Dealer needed Ford engineers to figure out, which took 2 days. Spent 1 week in the
shop. I took the car to the dealer. I was told there was a TSB active. They replaced the fuel
injectors. I restarted and drove a short distance and it seemed to run normal. I brought the truck
in the next day and the technicians identified an intermittent short in the fuel pump relay. The
technician recommended replacing the relay that could completely fail at a later date leaving me
stranded. I opted to have the repairs done which took two days and was completely covered
under warranty". After driving about miles, had to add half quart of oil. After repair, have had no
problem since. A tapping sound almost like a valve tap. Dealer said Ford is aware that the fuel
pump is noisy and nothing could be done! Engine light still comes on". No disruption of driving.
Dealer replaced it within 2 days". Mileage is no where close to the 23 estimated on the highway
even in economy mode. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior
trim or moldings, rust. It was replaced under warranty". Dealer was not sure if the truck had
been damaged in transport and repainted. They sent it to body shop for 4 weeks. All problems
were not corrected; for I wanted my truck back. I scratched the passenger door paint by rubbing
hard on some dirt while washing the truck. A cat scratched the rear of the cab climbing on the
truck. There are at least three areas where the exterior black paint is just missing. The
undercoat is dark blueish colored so not real obvious but the paint application is very poor

quality. Looks like it was never painted. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control
module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights,
horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Auto engine shut
off would not function until battery was replaced. Although I had the fab in my hand the truck
did not start and indicated with a dialog box that a key was not present. The shop had my truck,
removed the dash and found wires that were bent and some broken from the dash installation.
The wires were repaired and the truck starts all the time. When I called for help I was casually
told oh, that happens somtimes if the wheels are turned too far. Absolutely no help in correcting
the problem. Only assistance offered was to send a tow to the dealership with over an hour's
wait. The local dealer looked at it first and couldn't figure it out. Very happy with a quick and
successful fix. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation
or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Loss of braking. Almost killed my family. Muffler,
pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Ford has agreed to buy back the vehicle per
Florida Lemon Law. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. The leak was enough that heat was lost to the interior which alerted me to the fact
that the coolant was low. Ford replaced all these hoses under warranty". It took 8 days for the
dealer to receive permission from Ford and replace the sensor. Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. The dealer found the problems when
checking it. All service was covered under warranty. Each time they say they'll have it ready
they find a missing or incorrect part. The parts supply chain has been sketchy. First, air does
not flow to the rear vents, unless the front vents are closed. Second, the blower that pushes
cold air to the ventilated seats, starts blowing hot air after 10 minutes. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Ford F Change Vehicle. Ford made a big splash in the pickup truck
world when it announced that its top-selling F would be put together with aluminum
construction -- shaving about pounds from the old model. The redesigned truck was also
putting small-displacement turbo V6 engines front and center, with the idea to maximize fuel
economy and performance. There are 11 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability.
Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View
Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling.
Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate
System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More
Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how
through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Apple CarPlay "car
play does not always recognize the usb cable connection even with different usb cables. When
this occurred the entire info system also exhibited a sec delay to any user inputs button
activations " Anonymous, IL Ford F Raptor 3. My 8 year old Magellan works better" Carl W.
Truck under warranty and they will not replace system, Ford corporate pushes it back on
dealer" Chris M. Gear selector or linkage "Wouldn't shift into gear, mysteriously. No further
problems" M G. Air or water leaks "Water intrusion in the rear doors. Repaired by the dealer and
corrected the issue for the most part, but continues in extreme cold climate" Anonymous, NY
Ford F Lariat 5. Engine computer "Engine was missing on one or more cylinders. Doors or
sliding doors "The passengers door RH front doesn't always close unless you shut it harder
than normal. Alignment "vehicle pulls randomly in both directions. Engine rebuild or
replacement " 5. I opted to have the repairs done which took two days and was completely
covered under warranty" Anonymous, CA Ford F Raptor 3. Engine light still comes on" Dave H.
Loose exterior trim or moldings "Loose tail light assembly. Battery not hybrid or electric "Dead
cell? Master cylinder "Loss of fluid. Antifreeze leaks "The cooling hoses began leaking. Torque
converter "The truck displayed an error code. Automatic climate control "The climate control
system, air-conditioning specifically failed and was repaired under warranty" Anonymous, Ford
F Lariat 3. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Chevrolet Silverado Chevrolet
Silverado HD. Ford F GMC Sierra Ram Toyota Tundra. This score shows whether the model had
more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total
number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. DRL that cannot dim may
reduce the visibility of other drivers, increasing the risk of a crash. Read Recall Details. What
should you do:. Ford will notify owners, and dealers will reprogram the body control module,

free of charge. The recall began March 10, Owners may contact Ford customer service at Ford's
number for this recall is 20C Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. A seat
back with an improperly assembled recliner mechanism may have reduced strength and may
not adequately restrain an occupant in a crash, increasing the risk of injury. Also included are
certain Ford Explorer and Lincoln Aviator vehicles equipped with rear outboard seats and
manual seat back recliner mechanisms. The recliner mechanisms may be missing the third pawl
required for seat back strength, resulting in a loose seat back. Ford will notify owners, and Ford
and Lincoln dealers will inspect the seat structure and replace them, as necessary, free of
charge. The recall began October 21, Ford's number for this recall is 19C A damaged cable
could cause a resistive short, increasing the risk of overheated or melted wiring, increasing the
risk of a fire. During the previous repair, the block heater cable's splice connector may have
been damaged. Ford will notify owners, and dealers will disable the engine block heater from
being used. When replacement cables become available, a second notice will be mailed and
dealers will replace the engine block heater cord, free of charge. The recall began May 31,
Ford's number for this recall is 19S When the heater is plugged in, prolonged corrosion could
cause a resistive short, increasing the risk of overheated or melted wiring which can increase
the risk of a fire. Water and contaminants may get into the block heater cable's splice connector
causing corrosion and damage. Ford will notify owners, and dealers will disable the block
heater cable, free of charge. Once parts are available, Dealers will replace the engine block
heater cable, free of charge. The recall began June 3, Ford's number for this recall is 18S A
vehicle fire could result if materials ignite inside the vehicle. If a front seat belt pretensioner
deploys as the result of a crash, the sparks may ignite materials such as carpeting or insulation
within the B-pillar area. Ford will notify owners, and dealers will remove the B-pillar insulation
material and wiring harness tape, and install heat resistant tape, free of charge. The recall began
September 28, A fuel leak in the presence of an ignition source may increase the risk of a fire.
These vehicles have high pressure fuel pump assemblies with welds that can fracture, which
may cause an oil or fuel leak. Ford will notify owners, and dealers will replace the high pressure
fuel pump and associated components, free of charge. The recall began July 17, Despite the
transmission shift lever being placed in 'Park' and the instrument panel display indicating 'Park,'
the vehicle may roll away after it has been exited if the parking brake has not been applied,
increasing the risk of injury or a crash. A roll pin may not have been installed in the
transmission, potentially causing a loss of the "Park" function. Ford will notify owners, and
dealers will inspect the transmission to make sure it has the roll pin, installing one if it is
missing, free of charge. The recall began on April 13, If the gear shift cable clip becomes
unseated or dislodged, the gear shift lever position may indicate that the transmission is in
'Park' when it may be in a different gear. Additionally, despite selecting 'Park', if the parking
brake is not applied before the vehicle is exited, the vehicle may roll. Either scenario increases
the risk of a crash. Ford Motor Company Ford is recalling certain F and F vehicles equipped
with 6-speed automatic transmissions and Ford F and Expedition vehicles equipped with speed
automatic transmissions excluding Expedition vehicles with a Rotary Gear Shift Dial on the
console. The gear shift cable clip may not be properly seated, allowing the transmission to be in
a different gear than indicated by the gear shift lever position. Ford will notify owners, and
dealers will inspect the shift cable locking clip and properly seat it, if necessary, free of charge.
Ford's number for the recall is 18S Without a proper supply of lubrication, the engine will fail,
causing a stall and increasing the risk of a crash. Ford Motor Company Ford is recalling certain
F vehicles equipped with 3. The cylinder heads may have been machined without lubrication
supply holes for the camshaft bearing journals. Ford is not aware of any affected vehicles
outside of dealer control. Should owner contact subsequently be required, arrangements will be
made to transport their vehicle to a Ford or Lincoln dealer to have the engine replaced. The
recall began October 24, Ford's number for this recall is 17S Unidentified or unintended gear
selection may cause the vehicle to move in a way that was not intended by the driver,
increasing the risk of crash or injury. Ford Motor Company Ford is recalling certain F vehicles
equipped with a 3. Quickly moving the shift lever from Park to Drive may cause a loss of gear
indication on the instrument cluster display and a momentary selection of an unintended gear,
such as Reverse or Neutral before the vehicle achieves Drive function. Ford will notify owners,
and dealers will reprogram the powertrain control module, free of charge. Owners may contact
Ford Customer Service at If the structural integrity is reduced, in the event of a rollover crash,
there may be an increased risk of injury. The structural roof braces may be missing rivets at the
attachment of the roof rail, thereby reducing the structural integrity. Ford will notify owners, and
dealers will install the rivets for the roof brace attachments, free of charge. The recall began
October 17, Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle.
Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a

Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.
Designed with off-road adventure in mind, This F is the ultimate truck for high-powered action.
Torque rules. No other gas-powered full-size pickup can match the lb. In I will be ra
2006 pontiac grand prix wiring diagram
scion tc owners manual
ford c4 transmission rebuild manual pdf
cing my well known Jeep JK in the Class's to prove how good our products are. Jordan grew
up in Simi Valley, CA, with a passion for the desert. Starting out on dirt bike at age 3, and
learning how to read terrain on his 50cc bike at an early age has helped him over the years grow
from bike to 4-wheel drive. He finished 4th in class that year. Striving for a podium finish that
year, Jordan won several races and podiumed multiple times in the class since his racing debut.
Revving up for , Jordan has targeted a podium finish in the class of Ultra4, and will be taking
over the helm of the as Nic outfitted and retrofitted his own uparmor Humvees. Upon returning
to the states he became a military spokesman. When Nic goes big, he goes Mickey Thompson.
To check out more of what Ashby is doing follow his pages on Instagram theRockstarGarage.
Sponsorship Tony Pellegrino King of the Hammers Sponsorship Jordan Pellegrino King of the
Hammers Sponsorship Nicholas Ashby. Overall Tire Diameter inches.

